Care for your WELDENZ denture
Q: Can I sleep with the WELDENZ denture
in my mouth?
A: Yes, you can sleep with the WELDENZ
denture in your mouth. WELDENZ is safe.

Q: Will WELDENZ hurt?
A: In most cases, very little or no preparation of
the natural teeth is required for WELDENZ.
It is a non-invasive procedure. However,
where it involves preparation of the
abutment teeth, you may experience a little
discomfort associated with the preparation.

Q: Will WELDENZ work for me if I have
sensitive teeth?

To prolong the life of your WELDENZ denture, brush it
daily with a soft bristle toothbrush as you would brush
your natural teeth. There is no need to soak your
WELDENZ denture overnight in any special cleaning
agent or water. You can safely wear it to sleep.
If a stubborn stain develops that is difficult for you to
remove, a trip to your dentist for a routine polishing
will remove the stain.

WELDENZ is the Natural Choice.
Ask your dentist for WELDENZ today!
Offered by:

A: WELDENZ has been used on patients with
sensitive teeth. If you have sensitive gums,
you might feel some discomfort which is
common with other brands of dental
restorations. Please consult your dentist who
will be able to advise if WELDENZ is suitable
for you.

Q: Can I use over-the-counter denture
cleaners on my WELDENZ denture?
A: Although it is not necessary, you may use
over-the-counter denture cleaners. It will
help to preserve your WELDENZ denture.
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REASONS
to SMILE

WELDENZ The Natural
Choice

Natural tooth structure allows better speech,
chewing and swallowing. With this in mind,
WELDENZ was invented to offer you an affordable
and non-invasive treatment option with high
aesthetic appeal and to help preserve your natural
teeth.
A WELDENZ denture is made from a uniquely
formulated thermoplastic resin, comprised primarily
of copolymer polypropylene. As a result, a
WELDENZ denture is extremely lightweight while
delivering superb strength; it also has high
resistance to impact and staining.
Most allergies arise from metal used in dentures
and bridges. WELDENZ does not contain any metal
or bisphenol A (BPA), making it a safe choice for
health-conscious patients like you. With its low
moisture and non-absorbent properties, it will
not cause bad breath which is often associated
with wearing dentures. You can safely wear your
WELDENZ denture to sleep.
The versatility of WELDENZ makes dental restoration
possible with little or no preparation of your natural
teeth. Thus, it is possible to preserve your natural
tooth structure.
What’s more, a WELDENZ denture is easy to care
for. No special cleaning solution is required. You
don’t have to worry about spending extra time and
money to maintain your WELDENZ denture.
With WELDENZ, you can enjoy your food and smile
confidently at all times.

What do users of WELDENZ
dentures have to say
Dr. Les Latner, DDS, MAGD, AAACD
Los Angeles, California, USA
“The WELDENZ material is strong
and lightweight, making it an ideal
material for my patients that require
all resin partials and dentures. The
appliances that I have delivered to
my patients using the WELDENZ Dental Resin are
serving them well with hardly any adjustments.”
Dr. Roger M. Yamashiro, DDS, FACD
Torrance, California, USA
“I have placed several WELDENZ
partial dentures on my patients
and they really like them a lot. Their
comments have been: “it feels
very comfortable”, “they are less
bulky feeling”, “it fits better”, and “it’s very easy to
put in and take out”. The flexibility of the material,
it being very hygienic, non-porous and easy to use
are tremendous benefits. This is a great material
and product that will benefit all practices.”
Male, 60s, Tokyo, Japan
who received treatment at
Takemoto Dental Clinic
“My previous denture
fitted me well for a while.
However, with receding
gum line I started to
experience sharp pain when particles of food
got stuck between my teeth. I was troubled by
the constant pain. The denture adhesive which
I bought at drugstores didn’t alleviate the pain.
Then, I heard about WELDENZ from one of my
acquaintances and asked my dentist about
WELDENZ. He explained WELDENZ is a very good
product, so I decided to try it hoping the current
problem would go away. Once I tried, I felt very
comfortable with it. I found the fitting was very
good.”

Why choose
WELDENZ

Flexible and
Comfortable

• WELDENZ is safe. You can sleep with your
denture on.
• WELDENZ is lightweight. Being lighter than most
leading brands of flexible partials, WELDENZ
offers unparalleled comfort.
• WELDENZ has high resistance to impact.
It does not crack or break easily.
• WELDENZ is resistant to staining and does not
discolor, making it easy to care for.
• WELDENZ is a non-invasive dental treatment.

Natural Looking and Compact

Lightweight

Who is suitable for WELDENZ
WELDENZ is ideal for patients who are:
• allergic to metal;
• looking for a more affordable alternative to implants;
• dissatisfied with acrylic dentures;
• not comfortable with other brands of flexible
partials;
• seeking non-invasive treatment that can preserve
their natural teeth;
• looking for a more durable transitional restoration
while waiting for their veneers, crowns or bridges
to be prepared;
• looking for a temporary appliance to correct
misaligned teeth but do not want the long
process of wearing braces. Think “snap on” for
instant beautiful teeth!
Do check with your dentist who will be able to advise
if WELDENZ is suitable for you.

